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Being human has universal meaning. Namely, we have an innate desire and objective to be 

significant, relevant and create value. We have a desire and need to bring order to a chaotic 

world. We have a desire to create value by converting inputs to useful outputs that the public 

values. This must be done better than the alternatives or we shall die and/or feel empty and 

unfulfilled. As human beings, we seek relevance and meaningful purpose. To a large extent, our 

work is our source of our fulfillment. 

While this concept is almost childishly easy to understand, it is especially difficult to execute in 

an extremely dynamic market and world which is ruthlessly efficient, always looking for the next 

best opportunity. 

Certainly, not all CEOs are capable of making the tough choices, and the tradeoffs to choose 

what to improve, what to stop, what to increase, and/or what to decrease. Perhaps worse, they 

lack the courage to take risks and make tough strategic decisions. Or, they may have the strategy 

and the courage but not the framework or tools to make the choices. They fail to get alignment of 

people, process, and structure to implement the results. 



Currently, there is a lot of lean that should be characterized as light lean or tactical lean. 

However, it is lean that will quickly evaporate or not reach full impact potential in an 

organization. It looks more like random acts of improvement. Many organizations attempt to 

apply lean just to operations. 

They do not apply lean to the total business enterprise. Therefore, there is a disconnect between 

the total value stream and it is under appreciated and under delivers its potential. Failed lean is 

the worst. 

It is often cast aside for other opportunities once a new leadership team arrives. Failed lean is a 

vaccination against successful lean in the future. It is just enough lean to keep it from really 

catching hold in the future. Do not start lean unless you are fully committed and willing to put 

the resources, structure, and processes in place to make it successful. 

Lean must be strategic. Lean must be lead top-down with full engagement by the organization’s 

leader and the senior staff. Lean must be enterprise-wide. Lean must be viewed as an investment. 

Lean must be initiated with dedicated, focused on the most capable resources. Lean must be 

long-term with a willingness to accept one step back along with two steps forward. 

One of the traps in lean is over-delegation by the organization’s leadership. The top leadership 

believes they can declare the organization should take on lean initiatives but do not get 

personally involved. The problem with this approach is that lean is a change in management 

process and style. Also, navigating the decisions involving lean require the top leadership to 

show courageous leadership. 

Secondly, to hold the gains from lean takes top leadership to hold the entire organization 

accountable. Too often, organizations give up the gains of previous initiatives to attack a new 

initiative. It is wasted effort and reinforces a fallacy to the organization that lean is just a game or 

merely a “program of the quarter”. 

Many organizations are so interested in hitting the goals for improvement they (mis)manage the 

results so they look good. They take the best results and show them in the report-out sessions. 

For instance, they put their best operators running the easiest product configurations to gather 

data to demonstrate improvements. 

Instead, they should be using average operators to run a typical mix of products. Not hitting 

aspirational goals every time should not be a crime, as long as they demonstrate good progress. It 

is better that an organization miss high targets than hit low targets. The idea—and long-term 

objective--is to stretch the organization to achieve things they otherwise would not achieve. 

Sadly, outside lean consultants are frequently misused. Outside consultants are absolutely 

necessary, especially in the early years of a lean transformation. Their role should be to teach, 

push, strategize and hold the organization accountable for lean progress. They must be connected 

to the senior leadership of an organization to be effective and to maximize the returns. 



Organizations frequently rely too heavily on the consultant for daily transactional lean initiatives 

and they neglect to set lean events up as training events. The lean consultant should have a most 

capable star shadowing the consultant to learn all they can from the experienced practitioner. 

The organization’s management should view their job to understand and implement lean in the 

organization and not wait for the consultant to show up to do it to them. Finally, lean must 

become organic in the organization or else it will be a failed initiative. Lean learning and 

experience should be pulled from management, not pushed from consultants. 

It is imperative to not make the mistake of focusing just on productivity. It is a Catch-22. If you 

do not focus on productivity, you will miss big contributions to waste. On the other hand, 

organizations should quickly rotate to a quality focus to eliminate defects. Sources of defects or 

major customer dissatisfactions and quality issues are often the largest productivity issues. 

Focusing on ergonomics and safety issues is critical. Often, the source of productivity barriers is 

poor workplace design which creates ergonomic and safety issues. The best lean is market back. 

Lean initiatives that address customer dissatisfaction and also contribute to improving cost, 

quality, schedule, and delivery are the best lean initiatives you can take on. 

Organizations that implement strategic lean must embrace the discipline and rigors that come 

with working towards a culture of continuous improvement. Without perseverance and 

dedication, the endeavor to go lean is pointless. Without constant nurturance, the psychological 

underpinnings of the need for lean will flounder and die. 

If you like this article, you can read more by following our Lean Focus LLC company 
page on LinkedIn below: 

 

At Lean Focus, we help businesses overcome their biggest challenges by transforming them for 

the better, and for the long-term. 

https://leanfocus.com/ 
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